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Hello everyone! My name is Alexis and I am the Editor-in-Chief for SimsVIP.com! I am a long-time simmer and community member, and am one of the writers for The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting Stuff Pack Guide.

If you’re reading my author bio, that means you’re checking out the PDF version of our guide! I hope this guide helps you with building your knitting skill and thank you for your continued support!

My name is Ines and I love spending my days playing the Sims. I am a legacy player and hopeless builder but I occasionally try it anyway. I had so much fun designing this guide for you. Hope you enjoy and find it helpful with your gameplay!
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Basic Info

Game Summary

Grab your yarn and knitting needles—in The Sims™ 4 Nifty Knitting Stuff Pack, Sims can craft their own clothes, toys, and knittable home decor! Young and old Sims alike can take a seat in their new rocking chair and start creating. When you’re done, rock your handcrafted styles or sell them on the new online shopping platform, Plopsy.

Game Pictures
CREATE-A-SIM ADDITIONS

CREATE-A-SIM FASHIONS

- **Female Adult/Teen/Elder** - 5 Hairstyles, 4 Tops, 2 Bottoms, 2 Outfits, 3 Accessories, 1 Pair of Shoes
- **Female Child** - 2 Hairstyles, 1 Top, 1 Outfit
- **Female Toddler** - 1 Hat, 2 Outfits
- **Male Adult/Teen/Elder** - 3 Hairstyles, 1 Hat, 5 Tops, 1 Bottom, 3 Accessories
- **Male Child** - 2 Hairstyles, 1 Top
- **Male Toddler** - 1 Hat, 1 Outfit

**NOTE:** Clothing counts include outfits and accessories that are visible in Create-a-Sim, and can only be unlocked by leveling up in the Knitting Skill, or by completing the new in-game Aspiration. See the special “locked” CAS assets section below for details.

HAIRSTYLES
CREATE-A-SIM ADDITIONS

CLOTHING
The following clothing, hats, and accessories are visible in Create-a-Sim, but can only be unlocked by leveling up in the Knitting Skill, or by completing the new Aspiration and earning the Sacred Knitting Knowledge Reward Trait.

To unlock all color swatches for each Create-a-Sim asset, Sims will have to knit them in the game. Once an item has been knit, click on it in the Sim's inventory and select the “Add to Wardrobe” option. This unlocks the color in CAS for the entire household.

Should you want to unlock all Create-a-Sim assets right away without the need to level up the Knitting Skill and acquire reward traits from Aspirations, simply open the cheat console (CTRL + Shift + C) and type `cas.unlockbytag SP17`.
CREATE-A-SIM ADDITIONS

NEW GAME ADDITIONS

NEW GAMEPLAY

BUILD/BUY

Create-a-Sim Additions
CREATE-A-SIM ADDITIONS

[Images of various outfits and accessories]
The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting adds one new Aspiration to the “Creativity” category.

### Aspirations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGE</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lady/Lord of the Knits</td>
<td>This Sim has yarn running through their veins and will stop at nothing on their quest to craft the perfect knittable!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting Stuff adds one brand new trait for Sims. The trait is earned by completing the new Aspiration.

### Traits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGE</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sacred Knitting Knowledge (Reward Trait)</td>
<td>Sims with this trait gain enhanced benefits to teaching other Sims how to knit. Sims are also immune to the foul magic of the Sweater Curse, and can dispel afflicted Sims from its snarly grasp. Lastly, Sims have the ability to craft unique knitted items, like a very special companion from a strange land, or The Forbidden Sweater which, honestly, is forbidden for a reason... <em>(From Completing the Lady/Lord of the Knits Aspiration)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NEW MUSIC GENRES**

The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting adds the brand new “Metal” and “Focus” Music Genres to the game. You can listen to the new channels on Stereos and Wall Speakers.

**NEW DANCES**

The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting adds the brand new “Brutally Dance” and “Air Guitar to Metal” dances to the game. Sims can select these interactions when listening to Metal music.
If you own The Sims 4 Get Together Expansion Pack, you will receive a new Club Requirement with The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting Stuff. “Knitting” has been added when picking club requirements in the game.

Additionally, The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting Stuff includes the brand new “Knitting Boost” Club Perk. When purchased, it will boost the speed at which Sims gain the Knitting Skill while in a club gathering. Learn more about this Skill in the Knitting Skill section of the guide.
Knitting Skill

The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting adds the all new Knitting Skill. Sims can master the Knitting Skill by reading skill books, purchasing a Yarn Basket to sit and knit, or by having another Sim teach them how to knit. Increasing this skill unlocks the ability to create custom objects in the game and Teach/Mentor other Sims in Knitting to help them improve their skills faster.

- **Knitting Skill Level 1** - Get comfortable and turn on some tunes, because it's time to knit! Use your talents to dress your family, decorate your house, or make some Simoleons on the side. No wrong answers here, just get to stitching! Knitting is primarily tied to the Yarn Basket. Your Sim must have a Yarn Basket in their inventory to start knitting. Increasing this skill will unlock new Knitting recipes, both clothing and objects!

- **Knitting Skill Level 2** - This Sim can now knit Socks. A sock is something you wear on your foot, with or without a shoe. How delightful!

- **Knitting Skill Level 3** - This Sim can now knit Furnishings. Mailboxes with cozies, and plant holders for everyone... huzzah!

- **Knitting Skill Level 4** - This Sim can now knit Rugs. Rugs are big flat things that go on the floor! But then you knew that already...
Knitting Skill Level 5 - This Sim is feeling confident in their skills and can now knit the ultimate gift - Sweaters! Teach to Knit is now available so that they can pass along their knowledge to other Sims.

Knitting Skill Level 6 - This Sim can now knit Poufs. What is a Pouf? Knit one and find out!

Knitting Skill Level 7 - This Sim can now knit Decorations. Cacti and turtles and octopi, oh my!

Knitting Skill Level 8 - This Sim can now knit Toddler Onesies and Baby Onesies. It’s important to keep the little ones warm.

Knitting Skill Level 9 - This Sim can knit Sweater Scarf Combos, or as we like to call them, “Scwarfs”!

Knitting Skill Level 10 - This Sim has mastered Knitting and has become one with the yarn. They can now knit Child Toys and Mentor other Sims in Knitting to help them improve their skills faster.
Certain Create-a-Sim assets can only be unlocked by leveling up in the Knitting Skill, or by completing the new Aspiration and earning the Sacred Knitting Knowledge Reward Trait. To unlock all color swatches for each Create-a-Sim asset, Sims will have to knit each one in the game. Once an item has been knit, click on it in the Sim’s inventory and select the “Add to Wardrobe” option. This unlocks the color in CAS for the entire household.

Same applies to knitted objects and toys. There are 21 objects that can be created when knitting in-game. Sims leveling up in the Knitting Skill will be able to create unique objects that will be placed directly into a Sim’s inventory.

- Should you want to unlock all Create-a-Sim assets right away without the need to level up the Knitting Skill and acquire reward traits from Aspirations, simply open the cheat console (CTRL + Shift + C) and type `cas.unlockbytag SP17`.

- Should you want to unlock all Knitted Build/Buy assets right away without the need to level up the Knitting Skill, simply open the cheat console (CTRL + Shift + C), type `bb.showhiddenobjects`, and head into buy mode.
The following items are available to create with the Knitting Skill:

- Baby Onesies
- Beanies
- Socks
- Sweaters and Scarfs
- Sweaters
- Toddler Onesies

- Child Toys
- Decorations
- Hanging Plant Holders
- Mailbox Cozies
- Poufs
- Rugs

Knitted items have the following interactions: “Frog” Knitting Project, Add to Wardrobe (clothing), Donate, Gift, and List on Plopsy ($10).
Sims who complete the **Lady/Lord of the Knits Aspiration** will also unlock an additional decoration: the “Yarny Sculpture” decor. Yarny is the small creature composed of red yarn who is the main playable character of the game Unravel. Yarny and his tree stump will disappear every few hours and pop up in different areas of the lot.

All knitted items created by Sims can then be listed for sale on the Plopsy Marketplace for a profit. For more information, check out the **Plopsy Marketplace** section of the guide.
Baby Onesies

The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting has added new knitted onesies to the game. Sims with a Knitting Skill Level 8 or higher can knit 17 different style onesies for babies. Simply knit a onesie, click on a baby in its crib, and then select the “Dress Baby in Onesie” option. You can use the “Remove Onesie” option to revert back to the default baby outfit.
Sims can knit a unique sweater called “The Forbidden Sweater”. This knit will unlock when acquiring the “Sacred Knitting Knowledge” reward trait for completing the Lady/Lord of the Knits Aspiration. Sims will also need to have a level 10 Knitting Skill.

Advanced knitters who gift this sweater to others might pass along “The Sweater Curse” which is triggered by the gifting interaction. Sims might get one of the following moodlets when receiving the Forbidden Sweater as a gift: Unfortuknits (Bored +1), Great Knits (Happy +1), or The Sweater Curse (Tense +2).

Sims who end up with the Sweater Curse will have to deal with Romantic interference for 7 days. As the moodlet description warns, Sims should refrain from Romantic interactions during this time. All Romantic interactions will be rejected and Sims will suffer deterioration of both relationship and romance levels. Breakups included.

Sims will have to deal with this curse for the entire 7 days, or they can find a Sim willing to reverse the curse. To reverse the curse, have a Sim with the Sacred Knitting Knowledge trait click the target Sim and use the “Reverse the Sweater Curse” interaction.
PLOPSY MARKETPLACE

The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting introduces a new retail Plopsy Marketplace for Sims to buy items and sell their crafts. This online store serves as a means for Sims to browse and purchase items from resellers, or list and sell their own crafts for a profit.

- To browse on Plopsy click on the cell phone, select “Household” and choose the “Browse Plopsy” option. Marketplace selections refresh every hour.

Sims looking to make some extra money selling their hand crafted items can also sell on Plopsy. To list an item on Plopsy, click on the item in a Sim’s inventory and select the “List on Plopsy” interaction. Each listing costs $10 and items that are for sale will be highlighted pink in the Sim’s inventory. Sims will have 4 days to sell the items or the listing will expire.

If the item sells, a notification will appear and the item will be highlighted blue. Click on a sold item and use the “Ship with Plopsy” option to send the item to the buyer and get paid. Hovering over the item will let you know how much it sold for. If for some reason you do not want to sell the item after it is sold, use the “Unlist from Plopsy” option.
Once the buyer receives the item they will give feedback in the form of a notification. If an item does not sell after 4 days and expires, it can be relisted again for $10.
The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting adds some new interactive objects. These objects allow for new gameplay not previously available in game. Details on these objects below.

**Rocking Chair**

The Rocking Chair is an interactive chair with various options for Sims of all ages. Sims can use this chair to Rock, Sit, Nap, Knit, Play, and Reminisce. The Playing interaction is only available to Toddler and Children, while Reminiscing is exclusively available to Elders.
Yarn Ball and Baskets

The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting includes the Yarn Ball decorative object and the Yarn Baskets that enables knitting in the game. Although these items serve their own purpose in the game, they also provide additional gameplay. If you have The Sims 4 Cats & Dogs Expansion Pack installed, adult cats can “Claw” at the yarn balls and “Play” with the Yarn Baskets.
The Sims 4 Nifty Knitting Stuff includes 46 buy and build mode items. This includes objects, build items, styled rooms, and every other item that was included with the game.

- The following images show off all build/buy objects available in game. Note that 21 of the items will only be available as objects created by knitting in-game. Sims must level up in the Knitting Skill to create the items.
- Sims will have to knit each color of every object to unlock them. Once an item has been knit, the objects will appear in the Sim’s inventory for world placement.
- Should you want to unlock all Knitted Build/Buy assets right away without the need to level up the Knitting Skill, simply open the cheat console (CTRL + Shift + C), type `bb.showhiddenobjects`, and head into buy mode.
**Build & Buy Mode Items**

- **What’s Your Favorite Hobby? Craft Storage Desk**
  
  **$520**
  
  Do you have a hard time sticking with just one creative passion? Do you feel the need to dabble in paint, papercraft, yarn, and more? This desk was made for you! It features lots of drawers and shelves to organize your supplies so you can get started quickly whenever inspiration strikes.

- **Little House Shelf**
  
  **$60**
  
  It is like a house
  A very, very, very small house
  With space for your decor
  Your Lot will be so fine
  Now everything is pretty easy to display with this shelf

- **Painter’s Peg Board**
  
  **$140**
  
  A place for paints and brushes, and all you can place since it comes with shelves for all your essential wares.

- **Super Stash Yarn Basket**
  
  **$75**
  
  Knitting needles, scissors, stitch markers, stitch holders, measuring tape, and yarn
  yarn, yarn, yarn! Pack it up, then put this stylish Yarn Basket into your Sim’s inventory to get started knitting. All you need is a Yarn Basket and comfy place to sit and you’re ready to start crafting.

- **Decorative Yarn Ball**
  
  **$10**
  
  A decorative yarn ball for decorating things! You can’t knit with it, but you can stare at it. Neat.

- **Festive Felt Flowers**
  
  **$150**
  
  Felt flowers are the perfect beginner’s craft!
  Pair with some crochet work, and a little wood with paint, and you’ve created a personalized, one-of-a-kind decor piece to show off your flourishing artistic skills.

- **Table Top Loom**
  
  **$70**
  
  Similar to knitting, weaving is an art that at its core is about distinct sets of yarn interlacing to create beautiful designs and form fabric.

- **Crafter’s Dream Shelf**
  
  **$280**
  
  Colourful, spacious, and everything nice. This shelf is perfect for those crafters that like everything in its place in a functional space.

- **The Knitter’s Almanac**
  
  **$80**
  
  Sweaters, socks, toy penguins, and more, these books of patterns are invaluable resources when dreaming about future knits.

- **Madame Crumplebottom’s Embroidery Collection**
  
  **$110**
  
  A treasured family heirloom passed down through the generations. Or at least that’s what the Poppy seller said.

- **“Everyone Gets A Peg” Pegboard**
  
  **$200**
  
  Vision boards, motivational pictures, notes, and everything craft.
  This pegboard has room for everything and everything looks nice.
  Everyone gets a peg, peg for everything, just keep it tidy, tidy and neat.

- **You Can Do It! Rolling Craft Cart**
  
  **$120**
  
  Your craft supplies can now go anywhere you can go! This study cart features wheels for easy portability, stylish colors to match any decor, and comes fully stocked with buttons, bobbins, yarn, and more.

- **Crocheted Flower Door**
  
  **$50**
  
  Because yarn is a lifestyle choice.
**Build & Buy Mode Items**

**Venue Wall Speaker: Metal**
$120
This wall-mounted stereo is intended for use at community venues. Intended for use by metalheads only.

- **Fun:** 1
- **Power Consumption Rating:** 3
- **Reliability:** 3

---

**Venue Wall Speaker: Focus**
$120
This wall-mounted stereo is intended for use at community venues. Focus music helps with studying, homework, and other activities that require concentration.

- **Fun:** 1
- **Power Consumption Rating:** 3
- **Reliability:** 3

---

**Perfect Pouf**
$200
The perfect project to hone your knitting skills; this classic pouf turned out practically perfect! It's so comfortable to sit on!

- **Comfort:** 4

---

**Crafty Cactus**
$50
For the Sim who just can't have enough knitted decor in their life, this cactus is perfect. It looks real, and it never has to be watered. Impress your friends and loved ones by gifting them a knitted cactus today!

---

**Cactus & Liama, the Perfect Pair**
$50
A knit cactus is a skillful craft that allows the knitter to practice knitting in the round. This little cactus was knit with precision and skill, then nestled in a ceramic llama flower pot.

---

**Pepper the Penguin**
$100
Several different knitting skills were combined to create Pepper, your new adorable penguin friend! The beanie on her head is a reminder of how far the crafter's skills have come since the first time they picked up knitting needles.

- **Environment:** 1

---

**Octavion the Octopus**
$100
Cuddly and cute, Octavion the Octopus adds whimsical charm to any room. His soft, plush body and eight posy legs are proof that the crafter has mastered knitting in the round.

- **Environment:** 1

---

**Timmy the Turtle**
$100
Hand stitched with patience and love, Timmy the Turtle is the perfect companion, and when playtime is over, he looks adorable perched on a shelf.

- **Environment:** 1

---

**Cable Knit Rug**
$50
Handcrafted to showcase the cable stitch, among other techniques, this soft wool rug mirrors the texture and comfort of a sweater in a form that offers a cozy experience for the toes.

---

**Claire the Bear**
$0
Claire the little bear who likes to stare was handcrafted with love and care.

- **Fun:** 6
- **Creativity Skill:**
- **Social Skill:**
- **Imagination Skill:**

---

**Lil' Grim**
$0
Happy haunting, Lil' Grim. Better luck next time.

- **Fun:** 6
- **Creativity Skill:**
- **Social Skill:**
- **Imagination Skill:**

---

**Yarny Toy**
$0
Yarny is the little thread that ties everyone and everything together. This toy Yarny was handcrafted with love, to remind you that you are brave and strong and capable of accomplishing anything you put your mind to.

- **Fun:** 6
- **Creativity Skill:**
- **Social Skill:**
- **Imagination Skill:**

---

**Cozy Knitted Mailbox**
$0
Cozy and colorful, this mailbox is a crafter's delight, and a yarn lover's dream.

---

**Short Hanger for Succulent in a Round Pot**
$50
Crafted with care, this plant hanger is designed to hold a small, round pot. This hanger is short, and perfect for hanging plants up high. Sims can walk under it.
**Build & Buy Mode Items**

- **Medium Hanger for Succulent in a Round Pot**
  - Price: $50
  - Crafted with care, this plant hanger is designed to hold a small, round pot. This hanger is neither short nor long, but somewhere in between. Sims cannot walk under it.

- **Long Hanger for Succulent in a Round Pot**
  - Price: $50
  - Crafted with care, this plant hanger is designed to hold a small, round pot. This hanger is long. Sims cannot walk under it.

- **Short Hanger for Three Plants**
  - Price: $50
  - Three plants nestled snugly in the embrace of a handcrafted plant hanger. This hanger is short and perfect for hanging plants up high. Sims can walk under it.

- **Medium Hanger for Three Plants**
  - Price: $50
  - Three plants nestled snugly in the embrace of a handcrafted plant hanger. This hanger is long. Sims cannot walk under it.

- **Long Hanger for Three Plants**
  - Price: $50
  - Three plants nestled snugly in the embrace of a handcrafted plant hanger. This hanger is long. Sims cannot walk under it.

- **Short Zigzag Hanger for Plant in a Round Pot**
  - Price: $50
  - A handcrafted plant hanger with a zigzag design that holds a plant in a round pot. This hanger is short, and perfect for hanging plants up high. Sims can walk under it.

- **Medium Zigzag Hanger for Plant in a Round Pot**
  - Price: $50
  - A handcrafted plant hanger with a zigzag design that holds a plant in a round pot. This hanger is long. Sims cannot walk under it.

- **Long Zigzag Hanger for Plant in a Round Pot**
  - Price: $50
  - A handcrafted plant hanger with a zigzag design that holds a plant in a round pot. This hanger is long. Sims cannot walk under it.

- **Yarny**
  - Price: $50
  - Curious and charming, Yarny likes to explore and isn't content to stay in one place for long.

Environment: 1

---
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**Styled Rooms**

Granny Chic  
Purchase For: $6,671

[Image of Granny Chic styled room]

---
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Knit & Chill in Your Rocking Chair!

Knit your heart out using yarn as your muse. Grab your yarn and knitting needles — in The Sims™ 4 Nifty Knitting Stuff Pack, Sims can craft their own clothes, toys, and knittable home décor! Young and old Sims alike can take a seat in their new rocking chair and start creating.

- Get Knitty With It
- Ready to Rock?
- Welcome to Plopsy
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